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Evidently
It's obvious
That the planet is
Too small for us

Heaven help me
To understand how
Half of us have
Everything
And the other half
Go without

And now my head hurts
And now my heart aches
And have we not learnt a single thing?

We all don't have to walk the same line
Victims living in Hopeless times
With Power and Greed as a spreading desise
Worth more then a life

And if we begin to cross the line
We are all we have
Connected with out minds
And bleeding with our hearts

Those who live in hell
Trying to resist
They never thought
It would ever come to this

Well don't look down on me
This is my home this is my heart
What I need and what I have
2 things that couldn't be any further apart

And now my head hurts
And now my heart aches
And have we not learnt a single thing?

We all don't have to walk the same line
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Victims living in Hopeless times
With Power and Greed as a spreading desise
Worth more then a life

And if we begin to cross the line
We are all we have
Connected with our minds
And bleeding with our hearts

But in time
Luck will turn the wine

And if we begin to cross the line
We are all we have
Connected with our minds
And bleeding with our hearts

Evidently
It's seen obvious
That the planet is
Too small for us

Heaven help me
To understand how
Half of us have
Everything
And the other half
Go without

If you don't ask and you wont change anything

We all don't have to walk the same line
Victims living in Hopeless times
With Power and Greed as a spreading desise
Worth more then a life

And if we begin to cross the line
We are all we have
Connected with our minds
And bleeding with our hearts

But in time
We'll drink the wine
But in time
We will drink the wine
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